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From New York Times bestselling author Janet Dailey comes a captivating story of a man who's given up, a
woman who won't let go, and a race to find a treasure that could bring them wealth and so much more...

Something More

Life in Glory, Wyoming, population fifty-one, isn't exactly exciting. The dusty old town isn't even on the
map. And for rancher Luke McCallister, that's just fine. Broken by tragedy, the stoic cowboy spends his time
at his Ten Bar Ranch or down at Ima Jane's Rimrock Bar, trying to avoid the gossip being served along with
the food and drink. But the everyday quiet of his life is shattered when he finds a human skull--and possibly
the key to Glory's oldest mystery.

It was one hundred years ago that a band of outlaws were said to have buried their gold in Glory. The one
surviving bandit took the secret of the treasure's hiding place with him to the gallows. Angie Sommers
knows the story cold: that man was her great-great-grandfather. She's come to Glory to see if the old legend
of the gold is true, and she wants Luke to help her find it. She even has incentive: a possible clue written by
the dead man himself. 

Luke has no interest in chasing after pipe dreams. He's seen the damage too much hope can bring. Still, he
can't deny that Angie makes him feel things he hasn't allowed himself to feel in years. Something about her
sweet, trusting nature, her honest eyes, and unshakable belief makes him feel alive again--and that could be
dangerous. For someone else is determined to stop Angie, someone who would do anything for the
outlaws'gold. Now, bound by the thinnest of ties and shadowed by danger, Luke and Angie set off in search
of a mystery as romantic as the west itself on a journey of faith that will take them into Wyoming's rugged,
treacherous terrain and even deeper into the heart's tender graces...
 
"The passion, spirit and strength readers expect from a Calder story--and a Calder hero--shine through.  .  ."
--Publishers Weekly on Lone Calder Star
"Dailey's pacing, narrative, characterization and dialogue are all handled with verve and grace."
--Publishers Weekly on Calder Promise

"Calder = magic!"
--New York Times bestselling author Dorothy Garlock
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From reader reviews:

Terry Sugg:

A lot of people always spent their particular free time to vacation or go to the outside with them friends and
family or their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent that they free time just watching TV, or
perhaps playing video games all day long. If you need to try to find a new activity honestly, that is look
different you can read any book. It is really fun for you. If you enjoy the book which you read you can spent
all day every day to reading a e-book. The book Something More it is rather good to read. There are a lot of
people that recommended this book. They were enjoying reading this book. If you did not have enough space
to develop this book you can buy typically the e-book. You can m0ore effortlessly to read this book out of
your smart phone. The price is not very costly but this book possesses high quality.

Roxanne Jimenez:

Don't be worry if you are afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you might have it
in e-book means, more simple and reachable. This Something More can give you a lot of close friends
because by you considering this one book you have issue that they don't and make a person more like an
interesting person. This specific book can be one of one step for you to get success. This book offer you
information that perhaps your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than other make you to be great
men and women. So , why hesitate? Let me have Something More.

Benjamin French:

As we know that book is vital thing to add our expertise for everything. By a guide we can know everything
we really wish for. A book is a pair of written, printed, illustrated or blank sheet. Every year seemed to be
exactly added. This guide Something More was filled in relation to science. Spend your extra time to add
your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has different feel when they reading a new
book. If you know how big selling point of a book, you can really feel enjoy to read a guide. In the modern
era like now, many ways to get book you wanted.

Barry Trusty:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge as a result. You can take knowledge and information
coming from a book. Book is composed or printed or outlined from each source that filled update of news. In
this particular modern era like now, many ways to get information are available for anyone. From media
social like newspaper, magazines, science publication, encyclopedia, reference book, story and comic. You
can add your understanding by that book. Ready to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just in
search of the Something More when you essential it?
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